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New York Firms Pay $3.35 an Hour 
estne 
ol. 38 No.)l( The University of Michigan Law School October 4 , 1989 
Duke Professor Culp Visits Michigan 
Professor Jerome Culp of /.he Duke Uni-
.'erSity School of Law is teaching at the 
Litwersily of Michigan as a visiting profes -
S« rhis semester. 
Culp was a visiting professor at Duke 
::/'.en he has joined the faculty as a full 
rofessor in July. 1989. Prior co teaching. 
Culp clerked for Judge Nathaniel Jones of 
¥Six1hCirruitCourt ofAppealsajtergradu-
;ting from law school. He has lectured on 
~omics at the University of Maryland 
artl taught law at Rutgers Uniuersily. RG 
Staff reporter Jeff Brown recently spoke 
:.:flh Professor Culp in his offiCe. 
RG: How did you end up at the University 
:H1ichlgan Law School as a visiting profes-
:.or? 
Culp: I received a call from Dean Cooper 
oitle at Duke. He made an offer for me to 
sen•e as a visiting professor at Michigan. 
After consulting with the Dean at Duke I 
accepted the offer to serve as a vis iting 
professor. 
RG: Did you have any previous associa tion 
-:Jt Michigan prior to accepting your 
present position? 
Culp: I spoke here last spring for a joint 
session between the Economics Depart-
cent and the Labor Economics seminar. 
RG: What courses are you teaching at 
~Uchlgan this semester? 
Culp: I teach a course on labor law and a 
seminar on Black Legal Scholarship. 
iG: What are your current areas of aca-
dtm1c interest? 
Culp: Right now I am interested in labor 
Jaw. labor economics. race and the law. 
:arts, and the economic analysis of law. 
iG: Do you see any significant areas of 
dlange In the law today? 
Culp: We are currently witnessing the 
importation of a racial perspective into 
legal writing and scholarly thinking. This 
racial perspective Is beginning to Influence 
the way people think about the law. I see 
this change as an Important and gro\ving 
trend - more important during the next 
twenty years. 
I also see the extension of legal and 
economic analyses to traditionally unin-
fluenced areas such as labor law. I view 
this as a continuing and developing trend. 
RG: What are the major differences that 
you perceive bet\veen Michigan and Duke. 
in terms of the academic environment and 
the professors and s tudents? 
' 
Culp: The environments are similar. al-
though Duke is a smalle r school. This has 
its advantages and disadvantages. On the 
one hand, professors get to know more 
students . There Is more Interaction be- 1 
tween the students and the faculty. On the 7fr_o:::m~th...:.e...:.s-;t-u-;-de-n-;ts-a-n-;d-;th~e-;:fa_c_u-;-lty;--;h-e-r-e.----,M;:-;-:-ic-;-h-;-Jg-:-an c_o_uJ7d-;--ne_v_eJ'-W-:-1n-a-.foo~tb-all-;;-c-;-h-am__,-' 
do·.vnslde there Is less of a chance to be RG: Given that Michigan has received a fair plonship with a black quarterback. 
anonymous. amount of press regarding racial tensions I have had racial experiences of my 
The faculty attitudes are very similar during the past couple of years. did you own. I have had students write racial s lurs 
In terms of the interests and aspirations expect to encounter any racial problems on my door during my academic career: I 
shared by the professors at Duke and while here? have rece1ved derogatory remark.:! uu a 
Michigan. Of course. there Is a tradition Culp: I had heard of the problems. . . (at student evaluation at Rutgers. I have seen 
between Duke and Michigan of exchanging Michigan). The child of a colleague here at racism up close and personally as an un-
faculty members. This is a well-estab- Michigan described some experiences that dergrad at Chicago during the late 60's and 
llshed tradition. troubled me. Understand that the story the early 70's. . . . I would welcome not 
RG: Old you anive at Michigan with any that! got was a gloss over the actual events. fmdlng racism . but it doesn't surprlse me 
expectations based on conversations you [The child] described a black friend who to find that It still exists. 
had with colleagues who had previously was afraid to participate in the NCAA cham- RG: What projects presently occupy your 
visited Michigan? plonshlp celebration. He was afraid of time? 
Culp: Well. I had taught at Duke and being beaten up because of his race. I can't Culp: I am working on a project. a col-
Rutgers prior to coming to Michigan. I think of students expressing any similar league of mine at Duke and I have received 
didn't think that I would encounter any fe. ars a11R rs or Duke. Or Harvard, Chi- a grant from the Roscoe Pound Foundation 
slgnlflcant·dlfferences . . . I 1\ \AI I ~De land for that matter. to dfl a project on punitive damages and 
RG: So you were already laniillci-Vwi l.J'The therhample I have is common to product liability. I am working on a serles 
adjusting to different environments? America. The same student overheard in of papers in the area of black legal scholar-
Culp: Exactly. I did expect to leanoclot 2 ;ijl ~Srbor bar that people believed that ship as well. 
Social Committe Ethics 
Charges 
Dismissed 
By Eunice Park 
WJth the steel drum band 1'r1nldad 
rlpoll featured in September 8's Welcome 
Back Happy Hour and Tom Stmonlan 
:a-.1ng deejayed at last Saturday's Phld 
buse party. the Law School Student Senate 
odaJ Committee's agenda is material!z-
Jg. 
A tailgate party at the home of social 
nmmittee member Scott Gessler on Octo-
r 7, to be held In conjunction with the 
ustness School Social Committee. will 
:ghllght the Michigan vs . Wisconsin foot-
a.Dgaroe this weekend. Social Committee 
hair Nell Millens expects that food and 
:ctr will be available. 
A hayride. accompanied by square 
~ctng. hot apple elder. hot chocolate. 
~. and s·mores. w!U occur sometime In 
ctober . Continuing In the autumn spirit. 
he annual Halloween party takes places 
ctober 28. Uke last year's party. cos-
tumes will be optional: unlike last year. the 
Bustness School will probably provide the 
location this season. 
A non-theme dance party is scheduled 
for November 1 with an ·end-of-the-semes-
ter party• on December 8. A "holiday party" 
featurlng videos of holiday favorites. such 
as The Grtnch Who Stole Christmas. will 
take place on December 15. 
The winter semester opens with a 
"Welcome back" party on January 12. fol-
lowed by a ·student Skate Night" on the 
24th. The Social Committee plans to rent 
a local rink and provide non-alcoholic bev-
erages to punctuate an evening of free ice 
skating. 
Las t year's extremely successful ·ca-
sino Night" will be repeated on February 
16. The semi-formal party will feature 
gaming tables, play money with which 
guests may purchase prizes at the end of 
the eventng. a live swing band with small, 
candle-lit tables surrounding the dance 
floor. and refreshments. 
Immediately following the casino n ight 
will be another theme party: the "Tropics 
Party" on March 16. Exotic drinks will be 
providti at this party. for which a small 
admisll>n will be charged. The proceeds 
will be donated to the Mat thew Jon Selleck 
Minor Fund for an educational scholar-
ship. 
The NCAA Basketball Tournament 
Party will be shown on a large screen 
television in the Lawyers Club Lounge on 
March 30. Bring your own refreshments. 
April 28th marks the date of the an-
nual Law School talent show otherwise 
known as the -Law Revue.· 
The year ends on May 11 with a "Year 
End Happy Hour.· The committee plans to 
sponsor this party at a local establishment 
at which students will purchase their own 
refreshments. 
By Colin Zick and Paul Czamota 
Associate Dean Susan Eklund 
announced that none of the 29 stu-
dents reported to her by Professor 
Carl Schneider for exceeding the word 
limit on his Winter semester Property 
e.xam will be turned over to the Law 
School's Committee on Professional 
Responsibility. Letters to the re-
maining students were being sent 
out at the beginning of this week. 
notifying them of the end of the Inves-
tigation. Dean Eklund also confll1Jled 
that all of these students passed the 
exam. whether they retook the test or 
submitted their previous exam to a 
mandatory pass/ fall grading. · 
Cheaters Should Be Punished 
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To the Editor: 
The issues raised by what transpired In Professor 
Schneider's Property class are several, and the RG has 
done a nice Job of Investigative reporting with respect to 
how Professor Schneider handled the situation. However, 
contrary to what has been written thus far (a great deal). 
It seems to the writer that the most troubling Issue raised 
Is not whether Professor Schneider made the proper 
decision regarding grading or what Professor Schneider's 
motives were. Rob Goldberg's column in the September 20 
Issue of the RG cogently dismissed many of the fringe 
questions, but didn't address the central problem. What 
prevented Schneider's Property class ofWinter 1989 from 
being just another stop on the path to a ttorney hood? It 
appears that some students cheated. Professor Schneider 
didn't ignore it. JWIIW•-·--'lbelbOat&c,.,u .. ,.lha,.\lhall.-..btplaccdan!Udntaahdlob. Thlawtn ....... . m .. nd I know that this Is a very sensitive topic, particularly 
~thepr~n~ ... ,....,~~~<a. Th<.,_...,bttn><d tn-a(obcr~.n-~ since investigations are In process with regards to several 
---~-• ..,.,_ firi ficrd!Vfcct .. ruuwrtt.. 
1-------------------~ of the students tnvolved. Lest I am misunderstood. I am 
The Broader View 
PREsmENT BvsH•s RECENT PROCLA..MATION of a 
renewed national commitment to the American 
education system ln Charlotte, North CaroUna 
is a timely reminder for second- and third-year 
students at the Law School as we find ourselves 
ln the midst of the annual interviewing flurry. 
Although the vast majority of the upper-
classmen are entitled (more to the point, de-
seroe) to adopt a relatively lackadaisical atti-
tude, having survived the brutality of the first-
year experience, vocational ambition should 
not completely supersede the academic fervor 
with which most of us arrived at the Law 
School. For most, law school represents the 
last opportunity to devote oneself full-time to 
leamlng: and whUe we are fond of assUJiliDg the 
attitudes of martyrs, complaining about the 
monotonyandanti-cerebraUsm(oralternatively, 
the theoretical unprecUctabillty and esoterica) 
of the law school curriculum, we also must 
admit, however reluctantly, that, to a certain 
enent, being a student is rewarcllng. In fact, 
none of us would be ln this law school were that 
not the cue. 
One of the most contagious phenomena Is 
that of Job jitters. Despite our detenn.lnatlon 
to approach the lntemew seuon with an atti-
tude of nonchalance, the monochromatic ({.e., 
nnyblue plnatrlpea) lntenlltyofthe placement 
oftlce overcomes our beat ambitions to tran-
acend what we upect wW be the mentaUty of 
the IDUies. UnwfttiDgly, we participate ln the 
formation of that mentaUty. 
not suggesting that every student who wrote In excess of 
4,000 words cheated. But it seems apparent from the 
distribution of excess words that several s tudents In 
Professor Schneider's class did cheat. I believe that we 
should be damned angry aboutlt, and we ought to demand 
appropriate action by the Committee on Professional 
Responsibility. I fmd It disturbing that this law school 
student body seems so Indifferent abou t possible cheating. 
This is especially Incredible given the degree of moraliZing 
I've witnessed by our "enlightened" student body over the 
past three years. Look around you and look In the mirror. 
Those people are going to be officers of the Justice system, 
charged with administering a system that depends upon 
honesty and integrity for Its existence. Fraud by a member 
of that system ought to be cause for alarm, especially when 
it Is perpetrated for personal gain. 
The Law School Rules of Conduct and Disciplinary 
Procedures defme cheating as ·anyactoffraud or deception 
by which the offender gains or attempts to gain a benefit 
or advantage from the School.· It is clear that fraud can 
be either ·actual,· i.e .. Intentional and willful. or fraud can 
be ·constructive, " I.e .. · contrary to legal or equitable duty. 
trust, or confidence Justly reposed, which is contrary to 
good conscience and operates to the Injury of another." 
Black's Law Dictionary 595 (5th ed. 1979). I don't know 
the ctrcumstances surrounding each of the 38 students 
who allegedly exceeded the 4,000 word limit despite their 
warranty to the contrary. But Is there any doubt that fraud 
was perpetrated by some? 
I suggest that there Is a spectrum as one moves further 
from the 4.000 word limit. There are those that surely did 
not cheat, as that Is defined In the Rules of Conduct. but 
only Innocently miscounted or misunderstood the mean-
Ing of "word.· 1bose people are not faultless since at the 
very least they failed to ask the right questions before 
warranting that their exams were no more than 4.000 
words. They may not be "Innocent.· but they didn't 
"cheat.· They learned a traumatic lesson. As one moves 
further from 4,000 words there are those students who 
may have perpetrated constructive fraud, by not a cting in 
accordance with the trus t and confidence reposed upon 
them, e.g .. by not counting their words despite their war-
ranty or by not taking the 4.000 word limit seriously. 
While there Is no active Intent to deceive. that behavior Is 
every bit as damaging as willful dishonesty to those 
s tudents (and later on. clients. fellow attorneys. and 
judges) who did act in good conscience and with due 
diligence. This is fraud and deserves to be treated as such. 
Finally. moving to those papers well beyond 4,000 words, 
one likely encounters actual fraud. It seems awfully hard 
to explain a 1 000+ word excess any other way. 
There has been much discussion about the method 
Professor Schneider chose to grade exams which exceeded 
the word limit. That. however. is not relevant to the Issue 
of cheating. Read the Rules of Conducl Cheating 
includes any act of fraud or deception by which the 
offender ·gatns or a ttempts to gain· a benefit or advantage. 
(Emphasis added.) Therefore, even tfProfessor Schneider 
had decided to stop reading all papers at 4,000 words for 
grading purposes. he would do the right thing by reporting 
to the Dean each paper with excess words. Each of those 
writers arguably ·attempted" to gain an advantage. and 
may have succeeded but for the fact that Professor Schnei· 
der cou nted each "word" In every paper. At bottom. how 
professors decide to grade such papers is tndependent 
from the Issue of cheating. If the paper is over the word 
limit and actual or constructive_fraud is shown. there Is 
chea ting. 
Finally, questions of grading policy aside, Professor 
Schneider did the right thing in this case by taking actions 
In accordance wtth the Rules of Conduct. My only 
criticisms are that he should have done It tn every other 
semester that It occurred and he should have taken the 
same action for all papers that exceeded the 4,000 word 
limit. not an arbitrarily selected 4,100 words. Again. I am 
not suggesting that each of those persons was dishonest. 
but only that Professor Schneider was ill equipped to make 
that determination. The Rules of Conduct prescribe a 
procedure for deciding whether there has been a violation. 
Professor Schneider should have let that system decide 
how to handle the ten students writing between 4. 000 and 
4.100 words Just as it Is handling the other 28 cases. Still, 
those s tudents In Professor Schneider's class have no 
place to complain about how Schneider has treated past 
classes or that he did not make a referral for those 
students writing 4,001 -4,100 words. What happened in 
the past has no relevance to whether any of the a t-issue 
students cheated. Further, Schneider need not make 
referrals. The Rules of Conduct provide that "any studenr 
may call suspected cheating to the Dean's attention. I 
advise students to do so. Looking the other way Is a big 
part of any cheating problem and allows cheating and 
dishonesty to exist, both In our school and tn our profes· 
slon-to-be. We owe it to ourselves and the society we will 
serve to not look the other way any longer. 
RonWemette 
The phenomenon Ia not inherently deserY-
m, ol condemnation; after all, we ezlat u a 
commanlty within the Law School, not u au-
tonomou entities operat!Dg lnclependently of 
eYeryOne else. Perhape some reactionary nerY-
oasneu it even necessary to pick 118 up &om the 
teneral entropy which mJght othenrile euue 
ln second- and third-year fallout. 








However, it Is important that we not lose 
our perspective during our three years and 
devalue the education ln which we are lucky 
enough to have the opportunity to indulge. In 
time, all of 118 wtl1 wu nostalgic about football 
tunes, SallsbUT]Iltaliano, and eTen the lnter-
.tew &rkl board; but we lhould reflect oa the 
•~cance of the new national educational 
pol1cy within our cnrn Law School while we are Y~l~ Harvard Michigan Columbia Stanrord Chicago Berkeley Vtrglnla NYU Texas 
~ ad not when It Is too late. E.P. 
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:::::::::=:::::=:::::=== Dissenting Opinion ============================================================================== 
Why the Stagnation in Wo:ID.en's Admissions? 
• 
By Paul Sigmund 
I was sitting in a bar a few days back. congratulating 
the men of my generation (and, by implication, myselO on 
how different the attitudes toward women will be once we 
get into the market. I based this on the fact that we all have 
experienced many instances when women have performed 
as well or better than us , and so haven't developed the 
dismissive attitude toward women common In men of 
older generations. In the years when most of these men 
went to college, all the elite schools were single sex 
(Princeton. Yale and Dartmouth went coed only In 1969). 
My friend then asked me if this would continue to be so 
now that we were going to a s chool that only has about 37 
percent women in our entering class. 
This. when you think about it. is an as toundingly low 
figure. gwen that women are about 53 percent of the 
population. In fact the numbers nationwide are a little 
better than here. Figures are s ketchy, but according to the 
!.SAC. applications from women make up a proximately 42 
percent of the application pool. This figure has been 
stagnant at 40 to 42 percent for the last five years. Data 
are unavailable nationally for earlier years, but here at 
~chigan average applications from women jumped by 10 
percentage points between 1975 and 1980, four points 
between 1980 and 1985 and less than two points in the 
last four years. Further, according to Dean Allan Still-
wagon, head of admissions, a pplications from women to 
the big elite schools have s hown signs of dropping ofT in the 
last three years. As a blind admission policy and a large 
applicant pool will always produce admission numbers 
within one or two points of applicant numbers. this trend 
means less women in law s chool, and thus less female 
lawyers in the workplace. 
Stillwagon isn't sure why this is ha ppening. ·we all 
expected it to keep ris ing steadUy unl!IH reached the level 
of women in the population.· He has a few theories why 
this didn't happen. He believes a spate of widely carried 
news stories about how bad life was for women In large 
firms had something to do with it. He also thfnks that 
women's organizations have been less assertive in recruit· 
ing women In the last five years than In the previous 15. 
Knowing Stillwagon's well-deserved reputation for 
good judgment. I hate to disagree. But In this case I think 
he's wrong. I don't believe it Is anything temporary like bad 
publicity. but rather fundamentally grounded in women's 
attitudes toward their economic future. 
Every woman I know plans and fully expects to have 
a career. Further. each expects to be able to support 
herself to whatever degree of comfort she finds appropri-
ate. But few women make decisions based on supporting 
a husband and children. Though most men expect that 
their Wives Will work. they are still invariably under the 
pressure to plan for supporting a family. 
Because ofthls. women who would otherwise go to law 
school instead do more interesting things that have less 
remunerative career possibilities attached to them. In 
places like Johns Hopkins School of Advanced Interna-
tional Studies (SAIS) in Washington. D.C., the numbers 
are the reverse of here, with about two-thirds of the 
student population female. (Friends of mine at SAIS 
wouldn't complain that there were no good men, but 
rather that there were no men at all. Given SAIS's position 
50 miles ofT campus and the general sleaziness of Geor-
getown bars. this was not an insignificant complaint.) 
Many people would agree that studylng international 
relations (or literature, or drama, or public policy. etc.) is 
much more Interes ting than studylng law. But you aren't 
ass ured of a high-paying job coming out of these schools. 
If you're thinking about supporting yourself, this doesn't 
matter much. But if you're thinking about supporting 
yourself and a family. with all the attendant financial 
responslbtlltles tha t entails. you 're under a lot of pressure 
to go to a trade school. 
There are also other considerations, of course. One 
woman told me she thought that the post-graduate situ-
ation in a firm would be too inflexible. that she would be 
unable to take time ofT to raise chUdren and still retain her 
place in the corporate hierarchy. Another woman told me 
that. due to her farntly situation, she did think in terms of 
supporting a family, albeit as a single mother. In a society 
With a 50 percent divorce rate, this makes a lot of sense. 
I'm not saying all women share these beliefs. Obvi-
ously 42 percent of the potential population doesn't. But 
the reason that percentage is not at least 50 percent, the 
reason women don't act precisely as men In this matter,is 
primarily the kind of economic thinking outlined above. 
So, going back to that original conversation, I think 
I'm going to have to refme my original thesis. I stiJI believe 
our generation's attitudes toward women will not be nearly 
as dismissive. But I am no longer sure the mere coming 
of age of that generation will change attitudes In the 
marketplace. Law schools are producing I 0 percent more 
male lawyers each year than female lawyers. These 
lawyers will join firms that will Invariably include other 
lawyers who left law school when this percentage was 
anywhere from 100 percent to the present 10 percent. 
This means that women will continue to be severely 
outnumbered In the profession for many years to come. 
Anyone who's ever lived in a dormitory knows the kind of 
majorltarlan pathologies that build up when a small 
number of people are confined together daily. It will be 
hard to break these pathologies if the majority stays 
entrenched. Current numbers and a ttitudes suggest that 
It wtJl. So I now think change will come much more slowly 
than I thought previously and will probably have to 
happen through some kind of activism, rather than through 
a natural coming of age. That's too ·bad, because natural 
generational change Is much more pleasant and more 
polite than activism. But I thlnk It's going to have to be 
that. or no change at all. 
Does Michigan Need Another Journal? 
By Fra.nk Wu 
It Is a truism that law schools a nd law firms want to 
teach students and practitioners to write well. At Michi-
gan. the case club experience, the seminar requirement 
and the existing journals are Invaluable. Nonetheless, 
professors still lament the s tudents' lack of exposure to 
and training in techniques of legal writing. Moreover , 
learning to write means writing. Michigan currently does 
not offer enough opportunities for Its s tudents to write. to 
practice and develop their skills. 
Even most legal writing. despite the underlying re-
search and analytic rigor. Is not a scholarly pursuit. 
Although the law school is true to its ambition of providing 
an Introduction to an Intellectual challenge rather than a 
trade s chool experience, it could be more so - especially 
when compared to other graduate programs. Students 
who are not invited to join one of the exis ting journals 
attempt scholarly legal research and writing only in their 
seminar. if at all. Students who do not necessarily wish to 
take up large firm practice. but who instead would con-
sider clerking or possibly an academic career are left with 
few alternatives to pursue their scholarly bent. 
The question that should be asked Is not whether the 
legal community needs another journal. but whether 
~chigan needs another journal. Of our peer Institutions, 
only Harvard exceeds Michigan in enrollment. Yet none of 
our peer institutions has fewe r journals. Stanford and 
Pennsylvania each also have three journals. Stanford, 
however, has only half and Penn two-thirds our enroll-
IDeDL Recently. Yale has begun publication of a Journal of 
law apd the humanities. as well as a journal concerned 
tilth feminism. As the chart shows (at left, Page Two), all 
of our peer institutions have a greater number of journals 
per student. without taking Into account either Journals 
run mainly by faculty or journals jointly produced with 
other ins titutions . with which our deficiency would be 
greater. In other words, every one of our peer institutions, 
and many others of lesser reputation. offers its students 
a greater opportunity to experience the challenges of 
s cholarly writing and editing. 
For the past two weeks. I have been working with a 
team of second-year students, preparing a proposal that 
has been submitted to the administration. Our proposal is 
not merely about offering students an academic exercise. 
We believe that the journal we envision. and have dis-
cussed with faculty. will fill a significant and growing void. 
It wtlJ appeal to practitioners and scholars alike: The 
Journal of Practice & Procedure. 
All law schools that support student journals have a 
Law Review. Many that support a second journal have one 
devoted to international law. We considered several pos-
sible areas for a journal, including one devoted to statu-
tory interpretation or statutes In a jurisprudential context. 
Too many Journals cover areas that include or Impinge 
upon statutory Interpretation and its related Issues. 
Unfortunately, the abundance of journals in most areas 
means that not much need exists for yet another journal 
about the same subject. and it also makes the launch of 
a new journal much more difficult. Our survey of existing 
journals has persuaded us that unless we wish to found 
a journal of extreme spe<:iall.zation, e.g. devsted to water 
and mineral rights, then we must be Innovative. 
Several periodicals devote themselves to trial practice 
and related subjects, e.g., Case & Comment. None of the 
existing periodicals purport to be scholarly. Yet many 
scholarly articles are published about practice. proce-
dure, and other practical matters. e.g., Rule 11 sanctions, 
peremptory challenges. evidentiary issues. alternative 
dispute resolution, procedures for child abuse cases. No 
single forum exists for these articles. (Only the UnJverslty 
of Texas Review of Litigation. founded eight years a.go. 
bears even a distant resemblance to our Journal of Prac-
tice & Procedure.) And with Increasing scholarly Interest 
in practice and procedure, as demonstrated by the publi-
cation and controversy surrounding the new Yale Proce-
dure casebook. a need Is developing. Practitioners. too, 
increasingly complain that the focus of law schools Is not 
practical enough. e.g. Scott Turow's recent essay In the 
New York Times Sunday magazine. reprinted in the new 
edition of One L. The Journal of Practice & Procedure wtlJ 
serve both the scholarly and practical legal realms. much 
as the New Section blends the various flfst-year subjects. 
With the resources and reputation of this law school. the 
journal can go beyond representing the existing fields of 
scholarly work: It can help define new fields of research. 
The uniqueness of the subject matfer suggests a 
natural uniqueness for the structure of the journal. Young 
practitioners considering a scholarly career, practitioners 
with scholarly interests. or practitioner-scholars whodMde 
their atten tions. would find a more favorable reception in 
a journal that had a dual vision. that sought to find 
practice and scholarship's In tersection. Additionally. 
practitioners might have a greater interest in consulting 
articles that dealt with their dally business: perhaps 
unlike the vast majority of scholarly articles that serve to 
merely reinforce a view of legal scholarship as arcane and 
elite, the articles of this journal would show legal 
scholarship's Importance in shaping the law. and more 
Importantly. the practice of law. 
We recognize that a founding and sustaining a quallty 
journal requires substantial financial committment , In 
addition to substantial personal and institutional com-
mittrnents. We believe Michigan needs a new journal. We 
believe the legal community needs this Journal. We hope 
that our colleagues and the law school adml.nlstration and 
faculty will join us In starting a new en terprise. 
.I 
LSSS First Year Election Statements 
KIRSTIN COFFlN 
8:00 SECTION 
Communlcauon skills areessenllalln 
ony klnd of a position that Involves repre· 
KnUnA the needs and desires of a large 
~up of people. I feel thal l possess these 
k1Us. I can ltsten to people's Ideas and 
lra.ll~latc: them Into policies that work. ln 
nstml~hllorwardand reasonabl f W 
1 
d e as on. 
m 3 tversc person. capable oflooklng at 
t •UCS from many polnts of view other 
than my own. If elected. I will be an 
cnOtu w llc and hardworking member of 
the Law School Student Senate. 
KONRAD PAYNE 
S:OO SECTION 
I v.-as goln g to start 
thousand points of llgh by talking about a 
lhallt had been done a1 l but someone told me 
my name 1s Konrad Pa ready. OhweU. Anywa ~~ ou' S<CUon In lhe"'::s ;n: I hope "' n:p~ 
dent-year representaUve . . . The position of 
lla1.s (Which Is ood requires no real ere-
Just the slncc.re Jln . because I have none) 
tak.es l gness to do h · o make sure on . W atever It 
shake· __ .... e s co''-"" · "'"" I have this wtll1n ~ues get a fair 
to 5CC lhat gness I only 
lliOUid ~ el your best Interests . want 
lSSS e prMlged to repreae~ served and . you In the 
TRACY K.AL()UPEK 
8 :00 sECTION 
My name Is Tracy Ka}oupek and I am ronnln for the 
position of first-year LSSS representai 1 rd g be tt ak ve n o er to do my 
s om e the first-year experience for all th 
my ,ecuon the be•tlt can b• I would a e members of 
tunlty to get Involved In the .senate .:~~elate ~e oppo•· 
!<nowledgeable about what Is going on In th~ns an becom• 
.etum. I would share this know led e LaW School. In 
classmates and .-p.-esent the" g and experlence w!th my 
ate as a whole. My Interests li~specl~ concerns to the Sen· 
access and enhancing co cl~de . Increas ing computer 
sporllng events. mmun calion• about social and 
8 :00 SECTION 
1 want to be LSS myftrstyear U S representative for 
the LSSS r~ on because 1 believe that 
quality of ur/ ~lays a role In defining the 
allocation of fun: e law school. LSSS 
Uons and its to student organiza-
counsellin l tant to the Ufe of ev g ro e are impor-
apportionmentoU e~ law s tudent. FaiT 
an environment un s ls vital in creating 
people will feel ':u which a variety of 
and ful1llled 
1 
~ ortable. challenged 
dectsion-makmg ope to be a part of thl~ 
have a positive l process so that 1 can 
mpact on law shcool"~: we. 
-·~ 




There are many reasons to vote for Jeff Amann. Oh. 
sure-I'm hard-working. responsible, and experienced In 
student government. But two qualities distinguish me from 
the other candidates: good Ideas and a genuine enthusi-
asm for the law school community. I'll work to establish an 
optional (maybe even edible) cafeteria breakfast plan, a 
late-night security escort service. and better parking facili-
ties. Moreover, my sincere Interest In being your advocate 
will make me the strong, accessible candidate who will dili-
gently respond to your needs- the one who most deserves 
your vote. And I promise not to put it on my resume. 
MATTHEW MOORE 
11:00 SECTION 
Being a sarcastic Electrical Engineer from Arkansas 
who differs greatly from every one of you, I recognize only 
one universal trait among us- absolute Individuality. This 
indJviduality Is vital to our existence here. It constitutes a 
•dJversltyof citizenship· which gives us origianljurtsdictlon 
as one of the great law schools. We have one problem 
though: our faculty shares no such claim to diversity. 
niEREFORE. I ask you to make two unequivocal demands 
during our stay. Insist on unwavering Senate protection 
and advocacy for 2.W: dtverse natures and views. And. 
DEMAND faculty dJverslllcation. 




This election is not about slogans. promises or posters. 
Rather, it's about choosing the most experienced and com-
petent leader to represent our Interests In the LSSS. 
Student government experience at Annapolis and service 
as a naval officer (No, I didn't know Holmes, eat any crew-
men or torpedo any lifeboats or hospital ships) have shown 
me how to get results. My priorities: 
-Represent our Interests In LSSS 
-Coordinate with the Dean 
-Ensure no 2L Property fiascoes 
-Avoid next term Friday afternoon classes If possible 




I'm not a would-be politician but simply a first-year law 
student who bas served on Student Senates before and 
enjoyed the experience. I have a degree In Accounting, an 
M.B.A In International Business. and my C.P.A license. 
I've met most of you and It appears that we have similar 
concerns and interests. I don't claim to be more qualified 
or more able to serve than anyone else. I can only say that 
I'll do my best to represent the ·Kamlsar· section's concerns 
to the the Law School Student Senate. 
LSSS First Year Election Statements 
NEW SECTION 
"Matt was born In a log cabin, walked barefoot 
to school...." What can I really say In a hundred 
words or less? 
To begin with, I have the requisite experience 
for such a position, the specifics are too mundane 
to be Usted here. (Beginning with my tenure as 
fifth-grade homeroom rep, etc .... ) More impor-
tantly. I would make a good representative be-
cause I am very approachable and already know 
many of you; I understand your concerns and 
could communicate your Interests to the LSSS. 
Vote for me and rest assured that you will be well 
represented In the Senate. 
NEW SECTION 
NEW SECTION 
My political experiences as an under-
graduate were Umited. But I don't feel that 
those expe.riences would be singularly 
helpful or necessary In our current forum. 
What then Is necessary? Someone 
who is aware of the concerns of lhe New 
Section and Is able to effectively commu-
nicate those needs to the LSSS. 
The ability to effectively identify and 
communicate those needs. therefore. 
become the most important qualities to 
possess. 
I've had an opportunity to meet most 
of you. and feel confident that we share 
the same Interests and goals. 
And I welcome the chance to commu-





At Boston University, I was a member of the Freshman 
Orientation/Tutorial Program and several student assis-
tance programs through Tau-Beta-Pi. These organizations 
were overwhelmingly concerned with providing practical and 
tan21ble programs for Its students. Indeed, student organi-
zations should be realistic in their goals and their accom-
plishments should be obvious. As a first year senator, I do not 
anticipate having an Impact on U-M Law School administra-
tive or academlc philosophies. To do so would be an unreal-
Istic appraisal of power. But if you have questions concerning 
LSSS budget appropriations or why the beer was flat at the 
last LSSS event, then I'm your man. This is simply realism 
and pragmaticism over pollticism. 
NEW SECTION 
I decided to run for Student Senate after encountering several 
problems which I thought could be remedied. Included are chronic 
noise outside the Lawyer's Club, late summer schedule Inaccessibility 
and, of course. perennial parking problems. I've already spoken to 
Diane Nafranowlcz regarding the noise nuisance and she has promised 
to take action. As Class President at Cornell, I gained Invaluable 
experience In dealing With issues like those above and, more Impor-
tantly. In throwing industrial strength parties. It would be a privilege 
to now represent the New Section In both practical and party matters 
here at the world's best law school. 
HI, I'm Mike Troy. and I want to be your Law School Senate 
representative. 
Aside from allocating student organization funding, the Senate is respon-
sible for organizing speakers, social events, and intramural sports events 
for us students. 
During my undergraduate. I was active In student government at 
Cerorge Washington University. Among other things, I brought nationally 
renowned speakers like Joe Biden. John AnderS<>n, and Jesse Jackson to 
campus, organiZed happy hours and barbecues, and helped plan Miriam's 
Allnlghter, an Annual sports event. which benefitted the homeless. 
I hope you will put my experience to work for you In the coming year. 
LSSS First Year Election Statements 
DAN BEITZ 
SUMMER STARTER 
I am seeking a Law School Student 
Senate position because I have an Inter-
est In observtng the political process which 
turns Ideas Into actual policy. I feel that 
my classroom experience does not afford 
me such a unique opportunity to Jearn 
the art of and prepare for affecting public 
policy In ways desired by myself and my 
classmates. This art will certainly be an 
essential skill in the pursuit ol my Juture 
career plans. 
SUMMtR STARTER 
Certain skJlls and personal characteristics are
sary to carry out the responsibilities of a rec,re5;entatJ~\tf"
the LSSS. A representative must be able to: 1) a.-t··.-r.JI 
Uason between s tudents, faculty. and the aClJrnlJUS1traltlill 
2) ln1tlate activities and allocate and administer 
LSSS-sponsored organizations: and 3) serve as 
cate for concerns oflmportance to the student body arl!~t;.·;
pecialJy the fi rst-year class. 
I believe I have the necessary qualities to rep,re~;enHlt~·c~
summer starters. Over the past summer, I detnotllSlrat<ed'
the willingness and ability to serve, organinizing three 
LSSS-sponsored parties. I hope to continue to serve the 
class as LSSS representative In the coming year. 
JEFF GROULX 
SUMMER STARTER 
Look- by now. most of you should know me well enough 
to understand that I'm not one to make grandiose state-
ments outlining ·my vision of what law school should be." 
I could talk about my Involvement with the LSSS Social 
Committee or with Phi Delta Phi ("Did you see the resume 
on that guy?"), but that seems silly. 
Although I'm not the son of first generation Greek 
immigrants. I don't think that should be held against me. 
You know I can be serious without takin2 thinis too 
ty. That's the kind ol representative we need. 
MIKE VILLAR 
SUMMER STARTER 
" ,. I • 
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· Announcements or personal notes may be turned in to Lisa Salvia's pendflex (SL) by noon Mondays. 
C I • f. d Recognized student organizations in good standing with t he RG may place announcements of upcoming aS S I I e S events or meet~gs free of charge. Individual may place personal notes for 50t! for the first 25 words, and-25¢ for each additionallO words. Please submit remittance with your ad. 
/1 Personals l 1111 Persona& ' 1111 Persona& . 11/1 WANTED II 
Wanted: Seductive man willlng to be full. Tony Marick: Happy Birthday! -\ plus. Direct responses to RG pendaflex. Law Library job avaUable lmmediately,:15 
time father and part-time masseur. Must Ji Box OM. hrs per week. Faculty document delivery 
cook. clean, and do laundry. Heir-status a Wanted: VlrUe scholar with few redee~ service. $6.50/hr. Contact Barb Vaccaro 
plus. Inquir1es directed to RG pendafiex. social values for expeditions beyond the Happy Birthday Steve Levitan! at 764-9338, or fill out an application inS-
Box Gg. edge. Skilled hands a must. Ingenuity a 180 Legal Research. 
Pipe Smoking: It's Not]ustfor 50's Reruns 
By Chris Slater 
It 1s no secret that smoktng a pipe has 
faJlen tnto disfavor in recent years due tn 
large degree to three factors . First and 
foremost Is the lncreastng effectiveness of 
those not ·so·a1Tectlonately known as Health 
Nazis tn passing legislation through which 
they seek to prohibit other persons from 
enjoying themselves. These modem day 
curmudgeons will not be satisfied until the 
rest of us powerwalk through the law school 
to classes, eat salads and bran until we 
have roots growtng from our feet, and learn 
to assume a perpetual frown. 
The second reason for the decline In 
pipe smoking Is somewhat related to the 
first. Most attacks on the tobacco industry 
are phrased tn terms which meet the Health 
Nazi standard of approval. This is a smoke 
screen. The true motivating force behtnd 
the ceaseless forays against this certain 
brand of horticulture is a sinister plot to 
unseat Senator Jesse Helms ofNorth Caro-
ltna. The post Waled chain of events follow: 
1) Tobaccco growers go out ofbustness: 2) 
Stnce about 500...6 of those employed In 
North Carolina work for the tobacco tndus-
t:ry, unemployment will reach Carterian 
levels: 3) Next election a Democrat will 
unseat Helms by promistng fatter welfare 
checks. Think about it. 
Third, pipe smoktng can cause cancer 
of the mouth, which Is one of the most 
gruesome forms of death known to man-
ktnd aside from Whitmore Gray's contracts 
lectures. This reason Is tnitially persua-
sive. But consider this: the life span for 
average Americans Is tncreastng geometri-
cally. Do you really want to live to be 140 
years old? What will you be doing in those 
last few decades-danctng? cavorttng? 
Try sleeptng and playing checkers. 
I now turn to the reasons why all law 
students should con~lder smoktng a pipe. 
First. it is relaxing. There is nothing more 
soothing than kicking back after a long 
hard day with a pipe in one hand and a beer 
in the other. This reasoning should be all 
t 
Baker & Daniels ~ 
' I 
• is pleased '1> invite interested students i 
to an info:mal get-together t~ discu.ss .Ji 
the practzce of law and qualzty of lzfe C 
in the growing legal communities of 
Indianapolis !Jnd Fort :Wayne, 
Indiana, on Thursday, October 5th; 
at 6:30p.m. in the Lawyers Club 
Lounge. 
Please join us for refreshments and the 
opportunity to become better 
acquainted with Baker & Daniels. 
Baker & Daniels will be conducting 
interviews of second and third-year 
students on Wednesday, November 1. 
the more persuasive to the average Michi-
gan law student who not only has to worry 
about studying and getting a job. but has 
the added responsibilities of staging pro-
tests, conducting slt-tns, signing petitions. 
and betng In a constant state oftndlgnatlon 
about this or that. 
Smoking a pipe may also work to your 
strategic advantage if we could get the 
Idiotic smoktng rules In the law school 
repealed. The next time a professor so 
rudely interrupts you daydreamtng In class 
with a question you could lean back. take 
a few puffs. and then blurt out the wrong 
answer. At least you will look sophlsti· 
cated, albeit stupid. You might also con-
sider puffing out a protective smoke screen 
tn those classes where the professors have 
weak eyesight and forget their seating chart. 
Third, smoktng a pipe adds a certain 
something to one's demeanor. The undis-
puted authority of culture and other high-
brow matters In the law school. Mr. Ed-
ward Q. Heartney, has given pipe smoking 
his stamp of approval. Mr. Heartney was 
once heard by this writer to say: "'The 
aromatic scents which pour forth from 
your pipe create an almost mystical atmos-
phere which contributes mightily to the 
culture and decorum of this room. and has 
significantly lessened tensions between the 
United States and the Soviet Union: (or 
something to that effect). Who might deny 
this ringtng endorsement? 
Finally, great people smoke pipes . 
Douglas MacArthur, John Poindexter and 
Edward Woodward, star of the now defunct 
masterpiece "The Equalizer", all smoke (or 
smoked tn MacArthur's case) pipes. 
That said, Ann Arbor has a fine pipe 
store called Maison Edwards located in the 
NickelsArcadeoffStadium. Don't try to go 
cheap when purchasing a pipe or your 
smoking experience will be significantly 
lessened. Smell the assorted tobaccos 
until you find one which either smells good 
to you or will offend the obnoxious neil!h· 
bor down the hall. 
Steefel, Levitt & Weiss 
of San Francisco, California 
i8 pieased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third-year students on 
October 23 & 24 
for summer and ~rmanent employment, 1990. 
Student interui€w request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Riddell, Williams, Bullite 
& Walkinshaw 
of Seattle, Washington 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third-year students on 
October 12 
for summer and permanent employment, 1990. 
We will bwe intervkwing in Room 303 of the Lawyers Club. Our firm resume is 
one in the Placement Office. Pleas call Natalie Stephens to schedule an interview 
at 206-624-3600. Please send us a resume and bring one to the interview. 
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Copier Goes Berserk, Film at 11 
~ . 
Continued from Page Sixteen 
went where or which was what or who. (What?) 
"Stupid machine. It always does this. · 
.. 
The Partner came back in and looked around the 
room. An immensely respected legal scholar and a fine 
student of human psychology as well. he immediately 
grasped that there was a problem. As he hacked his way 
through the jungle of paper and picked me up ofT the floor. 
he also grasped that his filing deadline was rapidly ap-
proaching. His response was very controlled. 
bra.in. It was as If my head wanted to punish me for my 
mistake. Now that I was doomed. everything became 
crystal clear. Time seemed to slow as I finally entered the 
Partner's office. It looked like a paper mill. 
On the way. 1 glanctd nervously behind me. watching for 
signs of the photocopier following. It had almost destroyed 
the document once. maybe It would try again. Happily. I 
arrived safely and the document was filed. 
Skirting around the many piles of paper, the Partner 
asked me for the rest of the document. I handed him 
several. 
In retrospect, I have been able to place this incident In 
its proper perspective. My legal career has only been set 
back a couple of years. So 1 won't make Partner this 
century -I'm young. I only hope the Senate Investigating 
Committee will miss this debacle when they dig up dirt for 
my conflnnatlon hearing. You see. I've reconciled every-
thing quite nicely. "Aaaaaaaargh!" he screamed. 
Taking firm control. the Partner assembled all of the 
copied piles and the section of the original that had already 
been copied and mangled. He left to put the pieces 
together in his office. In a bizarre twist of fate, the 
secretary was also called away,leavtng me alone with "''lle 
Beast". My orders were to get the remaining two-thirds of 
the document and bring them to the Partner's office. 
Now. as I stood there with the rest of the document. I 
apparently lost consciousness or something. I believe one 
of the blood vessels carrying blood to my brain had burst. 
Hoping to salvage some of my dignity, I took another third 
of the original and placed it into the autofeeder. I would 
successfully copy the restf the document and once again 
walk proud among the' ranks of the photocopy eUte. 
[Editor's Note: The third andfrnal mistake. The "photocopy 
elite" are rather snobbish and have bad breath. It is best 
not ro aspire to become one of them./ 
I hit the start button. The machine quickly ate several 
of the sheets and said. "BURP!" 
As I walked through the conidors moments later. my 
head hung low. Rather than carrying one stack of papers. 
the original document. I now earned five. I approached the 
Partner's office and felt the blood rush belatedly to my 
"Uh ... I had a UttJe accident. The ... urn ... machine 
seems to be broken. It's in here somewhere. Perhaps .. 
. I. uh, can sort It out.· 
I set to work on my piles as he scooted around the 
office dropping papers here and there. As he sorted. he 
muttered to himself. I couldn't catch his words. but I 
didn't need to. I contin-
ued to shuffle papers. 
trying to look important 
and hoping I would sud-
denly wake up and find It 
was all a dream. 
Unfortunately. there 
was no time to attempt 
another copy. It would 
have to be taken directly 
to the court. Another origi-
nal would have to be as-
sembled for the client. 
Finally. all of the origi-
nal document had been 
assembled and I was given 
the job of taking It to the 
court for ftling. I left the 
building w1 th the only copy 
that had survived the 
battle with "The Beast". 
Stupid machine. 
Blank, Rome, Comisky & 
McCauley Latham & Watkins 
of Philadelphia, flennsylvania 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second-year students on 
of Los Angeles, Orange County, 
San Diego, Chicago, Washington D.C., 
and New York 
Thursday, October 26 
for summer associate positions, 1990. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offzce TODAY. 
Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison 
of Palo Alto, California 
is pleased,tg announce that it will be interviewing 
interes!fri second and third-year students on 
'riday, October 27 
for summeJ and permanent employment, 1990. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offzce TODAY. 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second-year students en 
October 17 and 18 
for summer and full-time positions, 1990 . . 
Late interview sign-up ~gins in the Placement Office on Octollili.JtJ . 
. \ 
D;.nsmore & Shohl 
1\ 
ofCincinnati, Ohio 
is P!eased to announce that it will be interviewifl61 
mterested second and third-year students on ; 
• 
Monday, October 23 
·:· 
for summer and permanent employment, 19 
~ .. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Off~ee ~ . 
.. ~ .... 
... 
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On Gunners: The Morality of Gunning 
By Andrew Manitsky 
It's a very s trange feeling. I don"t know exactly when have nothing to do With the discussion at hand, then 
It happened. 1 don't know the precise moment when It hit haven't I attacked him in a very profound way? Hmmm . 
me. but I was sure of It: a friend of mine is a gunner. 
I am told that there are some students who do not 
know what a gunner Is. Well. there's no ·officiar defini-
tion. no characterization with which everyone will agree, 
but I think my trusty $4.95 American Heritage Dictionary 
(which has little sketches and photographs in it!) offers a 
clue: ·- phrasal verb. gun for. To seek to catch, 
overcome. or gain." And this meshes perfectly with the 
description my third-year friend, K. , offered during orien-
tation: "A gunner Is someone who guns for grades. you 
know, by asking a lot of unnecessary questions, or making 
a lot of tangential comments, In an attempt to look. I don't 
know, impressive or something.· 
To be a gunner Is certainly not good. A gunner Is no 
tower of virtue, for to be virtuous, one must do the right 
thing at the right time in the right way - or whatever It Is 
Aristotle said. But you know what I mean: gunners are up 
to no good, and they have to be watched . 
I had lunch with my friend. M., at the Bell (Taco Bell, 
Merely participating with enthusiasm is, all other 
things being equal (I Jove that phrase - whatever It 
means), not morally offensive. Quite U1e contrary. I 
imagine that we would wanl our peers to ask about things 
that matter to them. This kind of motivation is the kind I 
associate with my friend. He asks because he cares. So 
there is a crucial distinction between gunning and the 
innocent enthusiasm I ascribe toM. But the question Is: 
How are we to distinguish between these kJnds of parllci-
pation? How can we possibly determine the motivations 
First of two articles 
naturally), where he was very upset to learn that, on more of another? 
than one occasion, I referred to him as a gunner. "What It's easier than you think. Compare these questions: 
does that mean? Does everybody think I'm a gunner?" he "Should the court really be In the business of redlstrlbut-
asked. In response, two things need to be said. First. lt · lng wealth?" and· As I stressed In my dissertation, Rawls's 
does not matter what ·everybody thlnks". To be a gunner· conception of the original position is Internally lnconsls-
ls a matter of fact - either one Is or Is not a gun~ · tent. How can the court rationalize Its holding when, a 
(although, to be sure, there are close calls). That Is, tbr fortiori. It begs Its own question?" Clearly the former Is a 
example, 1t does not matter tf everyone thinks the earth is-.· . case oflnnocent enthusiasm (as I guess I'm calling It), and 
round. The earth is round and that's the end of it: . thelatterisablatant, unforglvablecaseofgunning. Notice 
suppose we could quibble about "truth" and ~ three things about the gunner's question: first, It's long, 
but that stuff Is boring and nobody really cares that's suspecUble. Second, there's Latin In It: and 
Second, M. Is right to be appalled. After all, speaks Latin, so why should a law student? 
do not walk the moral high ground, a.'ld tf, asK. , you know that the student looked up the 
ask unnecessary questions and make ltion of a fortiori. and then forgot It the next day just 
like the rest of us. And third. the s tudent used tile word. 
"dissertation·. 
Given this distinction between gunning and Innocent 
enthusiasm. the question remains: is gunning morally 
repugnant? If so. why? 
The answer is yes. It is morally repugnant. And you 
know why. 
Actually. I think it's possible to articula te a rough-
and-ready (?) account of what is morally offensive about 
gunning. Consider a very simple moral theory. something 
like Kant's- which very much llke the ·colden Rule" view. 
Kant offers a kind of bibllcal "do unto others ... • theory 
which he calls the ·categorical imperative". (Kant loved 
making up terminology.) The basic idea here. for you non-
philosophers. is tha t morality requires us to take persons 
seriously. We should treat persons as "ends-in-them-
selves. and never as a means only." and the-categorical 
imperative. like the golden ruJe, is a kind of checklist to see 
that .we've done so. (The categorical Imperative goes 
something like this: act only according to a maxim that you 
would want to be a universal law.) Cunning is an act In 
which the gunner does not take her peers seriously. She 
acts with a disregard for her classmates- using class time 
to try to better her own position- treating class time. and 
therefore her classmates. as a "means only". Moreover, 
she could not really wish gunning to be a universal law. 
(Thir.k about il: pretty scary.) 
I know this argument Is a llttle forced, but, let's face it: 
gunners are a drag. And since !like the Utle ·on Gunners: 
The Morality of Cunning", I had to come up with some-
thing. 
There are still questions which need to be answered, 
but I won't bring those up now. I'll cover them In Part 2 (if 
I get around to writing it). along with the important 
distinction between gunners and ·spooners". 
O'Melveny 
is pleased to announce that it ~be interviewing 
interested second and third-',Jiij, . r,students on 
The DENVER office of 
Baker & Hostetler 
,~ 
Thursday & Friday, 
October 6~ 
for positions in our 1990 
and full-time positions .... ,n~n~,.··"l 
offLCes~ a 
Los Angeles, 
Washington 4 · 
' 
Beach, C-...... ~~~.~> .... 
O'Melveny & Meyers woulcJ. 
interested students to an ·.L..LI.U:III: .L&a<"""' .. ~ .. hi4~ ....... ~.Ptl!~~J:~.! 
on Wednesday, October 4 at' .. v~w·"'·"·~· 
commencing at 5:30pm. 
Late interview sign-up may be done in the Placement OffiCe TODAY.. 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third-year students on 
Thursday, October 26 
~r positions in our 1990 Summer Associate Program 
, , and full -time positions beginning Fall, 1990. 
··~· ... 
The Devner office consists of approximately 35 
attorneys of our 450-lawyer national firm. With a 
·; · primary focus on litigation, our office practices in 
courts throughout the United States. Specific 
practice areas include First Amendment, oil & 
gas, securities, banking, toxic tort, product liabil-
jty, RICO, fraud, white-colar crime, antitrust and 
'" ,t-keneral commercial litigation, plus a full service 
· corporate department. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offzce TODAY. 
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• ~ ·-r- ~ ~ 
w1H help you prepare for your law ··· · ·· · · I · ·. · · --
8
· _ , ..... 
· · · · School Exams. Subjects.c6'vere(fih ··· ·' . ~ .. : ~ ... ~aw.. ;Schoo -~~qture enes - ,~.· ~ 1" : 
.. ·.Summaries :l:.incl.ud~ · Civil Procedure,:····  [n· Tapeo l~ctures f~(t~efol_lowing ~tJb~J~.· ·., . . .. i 
Contracts, Const1tut1onaLLaw, . . . · . : ~re=ava1labte to.~our ·teg1strantS>·'· · . .,q ... · . . ... ~ ! 
.Criminal Lavr Prop·erty and :Torts ·. .·.. ,., .. ,~., ... .. '!' ;; ·· ·,- .;~, •:-:>:.- ·- , · .:.~ " ·; ··• · . .., · · 
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· ··see your campus rep or call your IOQi l Stanley H. Kaplan Ed_uc~lipn._C~n~~r. 
,· • !,.. 
. .. 
' . . 
. Stephan Morgan (3L} 764-901 '1 ·., .: .. · . Stanley H; Kaplan ·. .,.\· 
Evelyn Berrios (21) 569~'5320' · .. · · ; _ ·· <:· ··~· __ 203 E. Hoover Street 
ffi . ., ·.·:Ann Arbor, MI 18104 .. 
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Giants, Eagles Clash: N .F.L. Week 5 
By Jerry Pinn 
Now that the first four weeks of the N.F.L. season have 
passed. It appears that several of my predictions for 1989 
will be incorrect. I predicted that the Houston Oilers and 
Minnesota Vikings would be playing In Superbowl XXIV. 
This Is still possible. but several other teams now look 
more likely to become N.F.L. Champions. 
The Philadelphia Eagles appear stronger than I antici· 
paled. but their secondary is still suspect when Reggie 
White. Jerome Brown. and Mike Pitts don't get to the 
passer. It Is clear alter the first three games that the Eagles 
are serious contenders. The New York Giants are playing 
thin at defensive line and linebacker, and can afford no 
further Injuries at these positions. But the Giants' offen-
sive line Is starting to play well, and the defense is starting 
to put pressure on the quarterback. If the Giants can beat 
the Eagles this week. something they failed to do last year. 
they should win the N.F.C. East. 
The Minnesota Vl.k1ngs have disappointed me, first 
looking great against Houston. but then losing to Pitts-
burgh. The Chicago Bears humiliated the Vikings, but 
Minnesota still has a world of talent, and coach Jerry 
Bums should be able to motivate his players to give better 
effort. Unfortunately for Vl.k1ngs fans, there seems to be 
growing resentment among the players against Vikings 
management over salary disputes. Once again, I have 
underestlmated the Bears. They have started off better 
than I expected. and will probably win the Central Divi-
sion. The offensive line Is great. and Neal Anderson may 
be an All-Pro back. The defense Is still potentially doml· 
nating. The Bears are clearly going to be one of the top 
teams in the league. 
As I expected, the San Francisco 49'ers and Los 
Angeles Rams have played extremely well. Both will make 
the playoffs. and I still think the 49'ers will win the 
division. Joe Montana's performance against the Eagles 
(5 touchdown passes, four In the fourth quarter) only 
serves as a reminder that this man Is the best quarterback 
in football. 
In the A F. C .. Buffalo appears slightly stronger than I 
anticipated. although I still expect the Colts to take the 
dMslon. Miami's defense Is better than I thought. and the 
New England Patriots are not nearly as good as I expected. 
I thought Houston hadn't lost too much to Plan B free 
agency in the off-season, but the Oilers are clearly not as 
aggressive as they were last year. The Oilers' defense 
surrendered 38. 27 and 4 7 points In the first three weeks. 
but I sWl expect the Oilers to rebound and make the 
playoffs. 
The team that has surprised me the most Is the Denver 
Broncos. I knew that John Elway Is the best athlete 
playing quarterback and possesses a rifle arm, but the 
Broncos have done two things I did not expect them to be 
able to do this year. For the frrst lime since Elway has 
quarterbacked the Broncos, they can run the ball. Bobby 
Humphrey was an excellent addition in the supplemental 
draft. He was risky for the price of a first -round pick, given 
his history of broken ankles at Alabama, but the gamble 
appears to have paid off. The other surprise Is that the 
Bronco defense Is playing well. They have adopted a much 
more aggressive scheme, and Steve Atwater has Improved 
the secondary. If the defense can continue to play as well 
as It has the first four weeks. the Broncos will make the 
playoffs, and probably win their division. 
The best match up In Week Five will see the undefeated 
New York Giants visit the Philadelphia Eagles. This 
promises to be an exciting game, and a very physical one. 
To win the game. the Eagles must have a stellar perform-
ance from Randall Cunningham. He had a great game 
against the Giants in Phllly last year on a Monday nlghl 
The Eagles will also have to put a lot of pressure on PhU 
Simms. For the Giants to win. they will have to keep 
Cunningham in the pocket. and shut down Mike Quick. 
Phil Simms must be protected. Last year. Reggie White 
bull rushed Giants· center Bart Oates and knocked Simms 
out for several games. The Giants must block White. 
The Giants are off to their best start (4-0) since 1968. 
Their young offensive line is starting to play well as a unll 
Ollis Anderson has performed admirably since being 
called upon to replace Joe Morrts. The last two weeks, the 
Giants' defense has started to hit hard. and go to the ball. 
If they can continue to play aggressively. they have a good 
chance to beat the Eagles. However. I expect Cunningham 
to get enough time to make some long completions and 
scramble at the right Ume. I think the Eagles will prevail 
by a touchdown. Philadelphia 30, New York Giants 24 
In the bestA.F.C. battle ofWeekFive, Buffalo will ;>lay 
Indianapolis In the Hooslerdome. I picked the Colts to win 
the A F. C. East. I admit the Bills are playing better than I 
thought they would, but I will still sUck with the Colts, and 
expect them to win this game If Eric Dickerson Is healthy 
enough to play. Indjanapol!s 20. Buffalo 17. 
The Miami Dolphins will host Cleveland. Cleveland is 
a very good team - look how they shut down the Broncos 
this past Sunday. Miami Is unpredictable, capable of 
scoring from 10 to 40 points. Although an upset is 
possible, I predict the Browns will beat Miami with Bernie 
Kosar having a big day. Cleveland 28, Miami 20. 
The New England Patriots will host the Houston 
Oilers. Houston played a great game agamst Miami on 
Sunday, and I think they will be too physical for the 
See Football. Pal!e TIDRTEEN 
Howard, Rice, Nemerovski, Canady, 
Robertson & Falk 
of San Francisco, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third-year students on 
Monday, October 23 and Tuesday, October 24 
for positions with the firm for Summer, 1990 and permanent pos_itions for Fall, 1990. 
We are a progressive firm of 90 lawyers, long recognized for our exceptional litigation practice. We have sub-
stantial constitutional and public law litigation representing cities, counties, the State of California, ~Diversi­
ties, and private litigants. Our pro bono litigation, for which we received the 1989 NAACP Legal Defense 
Fund's Pro Bono Legal Services Award for achievements on minority and civil rights issues, is also diverse. Our 
corporate practice comprises approximately half the firm and emphasizes complex corporate finance transac-
tions, including mergers, acquisitions and securities offerings. Other important practice areas include start-ups 
in high technology companies, general corporate representation, international law, real estate, land use, envi:;; 
ronmentallaw, taxation and estates. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement OfflCe TODAY. 
I 
Fraser, Trebilcock, Davis & 
Foster, P.C. 
of Lansing, Michigan 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third-year students on 
Wednesday, October 25 
for summer and permanent employment, 1990. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
i 
I Olsson, Frank & Weeda, P.C. 
I of Washington, D.C. 
! 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third-year students on 
Friday, October 27 
for summer and permanent employment, 1990. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
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Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company 
of San Francisco, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third-year students on 
Wednesday, October 25 
for positions in our 1990 Summer Associate Program 
and full-time positions beginning Fall, 1990. 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company is the nation's 
largest investor-owned combined gas and electric 
utility. Our Law Department consists of 80 attor-
neys and offers a wide array of challenging, com-
plex work in the areas of litigation, "administra-
tive law and corporate practice. We offer entering 
salaries that are competitive with major San 
Francisco law firms and we aggressively support 
and promote affirmative action and equal employ-
ment opportunity. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offcce TODAY. 
Football Season Gets Underway 
Continued from Page Twelve 
.?atriots. New England has disappointed me this season, 
and although Doug Flutie provides the Patriots with 
~piraUon . they are a team in trouble. Houston 27. New 
as he ever has and the Redskins are determined to keep 
pace with the Eagles and Giants. Washington will win 
decisively. Washington 38. Phoenix 20. 
or AI Davis will clean house soon. Los Angeles Raiders 35. 
New York Jets 30. 
;:ngland 19. 
Cincinnati will play the Steelers In Pittsburgh . After 
DS:.ng their first two games by a combined score of92·l 0. 
~ Steelers have won two in a row. Cincinnati beat 
':.ttsburgh three weeks ago 41-l 0, but this game will be 
;::;uch closer. Even If Boomer Esiason does not play. the 
5engals will win. because their defense Is playing ex· 
:remely well. Cmctnnati 24, Pittsburgh 20. 
Denver will host San Diego. San Diego is a decent 
 :eam with Jim McMahon at quarterback. Denver is a 
:cner team. however. and they will not be beaten by San 
j..ego in front of their own fans . John Elway should have 
• btg day. as should Bobby Humphrey. Denver 34. San 
J-Jego 20. 
The Kansas City Chiefs will visit Seattle to play the 
5eahawks. The Chiefs are having trouble at quarterback. 
ai the Seahawks have won their last two gaJtleS on the 
-::ad. Seattle should beat Kansas City. but It will not be a 
:.mrout. Seattle 21. Kansas City 14. 
ln the N.F.C .. Dallas will visit Green Bay to play the 
-atkers. The Giants knocked Troy Aikman out for a 
:.onth this past Sunday. so Steve Walsh will get the 
"':ipOrtunlty to quarterback the Cowboys. The Cowboys 
rt not a good team. Herschel Walker Is a great player. but 
~is not enough talent to make the Cowboys competl· 
Green Bay is an Improving team that Is going to wtn 
. ht of games they haven't In years past. Green Bay will 
~ DaDas by a comfortable margin. Green Bay 27, Dallas 
PhoeniX Will play the Redskins In Washington. This 
:::Je could be a blowout. Gerald RJggs Is running as well 
The Los Angeles Rams (4·0) will host the Atlanta 
Falcons. Sometimes the Falcons give the Rams trouble . 
Deion Sanders may be the best kick returner ever to play. 
but Atlanta does not have the talent to match up against 
the Rams. The Rams are a legitimate Superbowl con-
tender. Los Angeles Rams 24. Atlanta 13. 
New Orleans was scheduled to play in San Francisco. 
but because the San Francisco Giants have made the 
playoffs In baseball. the 49'ers will play the Saints In New 
Orleans. New Orleans is 1-3. but will give the 49'ers a 
tough game. This game is a tough one to predict. but since 
the Saints' whole season may hinge on the outcome. I 
expe.ct them to play with playoff intensity. New Orleans 
21 . San Francisco 20. 
The Chicago Bears will play the Buccaneers In Tampa. 
Tampa Bay has a good defense. but I don't think Vinny 
Testaverde Is going to fare well against the Bears' defense. 
The Bears will win this game comfortably. Chicago 30, 
Tampa Bay 14. 
Detroit will play In Minnesota. The Uons are the worst 
team In football, and stand virtually no chance ofbeatlng 
the Vikings. unless the Vikings let them. Rodney Peete 
should not be a starting quarterback In the"N.F.L. . at least 
not In hJs rookie season. Tommy Kramer will pick apart 
the Lions' secondary. Minnesota 27. Detroit 10. 
In the Monday night game, the 1-3 Los Angeles 
Raiders will visit the 1-3 New York Jets. As I predicted, 
neither team Is very good. Both can score points. but they 
have too many holes to be contenders. This should be a 
hlgh-scortng game. I think both teams will iDOYe the ball 
well. but I predict the Raiders will win. They had better. 
~- --.:..:....·..:- ------:.. ·-·. ·-·--- ·- -.:..: .·.:- --· . . _. --- -- - --- --- -- . -.. - . 
The following Is my ranking of N.F.L. teams at this 
stage of the season (before knowing the result of the 
Chicago Bears- Philadelphia Eagles game). 
1. Chicago 
2. Los Angeles Rams 












15. Green Bay 
16. New Orleans 
17. Tampa Bay 
18. Miami 
19. Los Angeles Raiders 
20. San Diego 
21. NewYorkJets 
22. Kansas City 
23. Phoenix 
24. Pittsburgh 
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Key Games: Colorado- Nebraska, Miami- N.D. 
By Harold Hunter 
Mark down November 4th and November 25th on your 
calendars. Carnes on those two days will most likely 
determine the teams playing each other for the national 
championship on New Year's Day. 
On November 4th, Nebraska travels to Boulder to war 
with the solid-as-a-rock Colorado Buffaloes. Both teams 
have finished their non-conference schedules unde-
feated, and barring a tremendous upset only 
Oklahoma stands in each squad's path 
rate Mlarnl as the favorite to win another national cham- 1. 




This is week I introduce a weekly feature called "Lists:· 
what will be featured each week are a few of my choices for 
the various "bests" and "worsts" of college football: 







The top five of coaches in the "Rip Van Wintle" cate-
gory - coaches with whom I'd most want to leave the 
best prog:am in the country to be s ure it 
would still be the best year ln and year out 
if I fell asleep for 20 years: 
1. Tom Osborne 
toward a date in the Orange Bowl to 
play for the national champion-
ship. Colorado appears to have 
developed Into a real national 
power after devastating a good 
Washington Huskle team on 
1. NOTRE DAME 10. PITISBURGH 
11.AUBURN 
18. SYRACUSE 
2. Bo Schembechler 
3. Joe Paterno 
4. Terry Dor.ahue 
5. Lou Holtz 2. MIAMI 19. TEXAS A&M 
Its home turf. Contrarily, 3. COLORADO 12. ALABAMA 20. FWRIDA STATE 
the Cornh uskers 
could've slept through 
their non-conference 
schedule and stl11 
4. MICHIGAN 
5. NEBRASKA 




PREDICTIONS OF TOP 
GAMES TIDS WEEK 
Last week Harold went 4-2 
"straight up" with one tie, aPii 
went 4-3 against the ·spread· 
For the season he is 13-7 · J 





15. OKLAHOMA 23. AIR FORCE 
16. CLEMSON scathed. Thus far they 
often appeared to be doing 8. usc 






impressive In three of their four 
games. However, Husker coaches 
insist that this Is one of the most 
talented squads In years. However. the 
Husker braintrust claims that a combina-
tion of Inexperience (many of the most talented 
players are underclassmen). retooltng of offensive 
CLEMSON 24 VIRGil\'1.-\ 14 
FLORIDA STATE 27 SYAACUSE 23 
USC 23 WASHINGTON 13 
OREGON 20 WASHINGTON STATE 18 
HOUSTON 35 BAYLOR 27 
ILLINOIS 30 OH10 STATE 20 
MICHIGAN 44 WISCONSIN 7 
UPSET SPECIAL: GEORGIA 17 TENNESSEE 16 and defensive schemes (don't look now. but Nebraska is 
throwing 20 Urnes a game), and an admitted difficulty in 
motivating the players forwhatamounts to several tuneups 
for Colorado and Oklahoma are all responsible for the 
somewhat lackluster showin~ so far. This mavbe true. but 
they better get It Jacked up pretty soon. because if the 
Huskers and the Buffs played today. Colorado would win 
by at least two touchdowns. 
Top five school fight songs Oudged by the number of 
·goose pimples" I get when I hear them during big games 
· • I have dlsq uallfied rr=====================================================~ 




On November 25th, Notre Dame heads south to 
resume their annual shoo tout v.ith the Miami Hurricanes. 
While I thtnk both teams should enter this game un-
beaten. their respective roads promise to be a bit bumpier 
than for the Big Eight powers. Notre Dame stlll must face 
~urprtsingAJr Force and semi-tough Penn State away from 
the comforting shadows of the Colden Dome, and battle a 
very good USC contingent and the svrprisingly explosive 
Pitt Panthers at home. Miami's prospective hurdles are 
smaller. but stlll dangerous, especially for a squad still 
struggling somewhat offensively. The Canes can expect 
serious struggles against Florida State and Pittsburgh. 
both road games. Further. although their defense stlll 
looks to be the archetypical immovable object. Miami must 
do without quarterback Craig Erickson for at least a 
month because of his fractured finger. Thus, while I still 
2. Notre Dame 
3. Wisconsin 
4. Tennessee - I just love 
"Rocky Top· as a song. 
5. usc 
Top five annual rivalries: 
1. Nebraska v. Oklahoma 
2. Auburn v. Alabama 
3. USC v. UCLA 
4 . Ohio State v. Michigan 
5. Army v. Navy 
The t op five of coaches 
who I'd most want coach-
ing my team to win ONE 
big game: 
Csaplar & Bok 
of Boston, Massachusetts 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third-year students on 
Thursday, October 26 
for summer and permanent employment, 1990. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offzce TODAY. 
Honigntan, Miller, 
Sch\Vart z & Cohn 
is pleased to invite all second and third-year stu-
dents to a cocktail party on Wednesday, October 4, 
1989 from 6:30p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at the Lawyers 
Club. 
A number of our associates and partners will be 
at the party to meet you and give you an opportu-
nity to learn more about our firm. There will be 
an open bar and h'ours d'oeuvres will be served 
throughout the evening. 
We will be interviewing interested second and 
third-year students on Tuesday, October 17, 
1989 for our offices in Detroit, Lansing, Houston, 
Tampa, West Palm Beach and Boca Raton. 
Late interview sign-up begins in the Placement Office 
on October 10. 
OF MICHIGAN 
~11 1 E~rgrcen, s.,;le 302 . Soulllfie ld. Mienlgan • &076 • (313) ~-7111 
* 
• 
ENROLL IN BARBRI OF MICHIGAN BY NOVEMBER 1, 1989 
a nd f r eeze your tuition at the Early Enrollment Rate with just 
a $50 deposit toward your Bar Review Course! 
CALL 1-800-245-EXAM OR CONTACT A CAMPUS REP. 
* $ 125 EARLY ENROL~NT DISCOUNT + $75 TUITION INCREASE, EFFECTIVE NOV. 1, 1989 
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The Photocopier Strikes Back The Ongoing Adventures 
of Superclerk 
By Robert L. Jones 
When working ln a law firm. It's the little thlngs that 
get you. Handling compte.:< legaltssues comes easily once 
you get the hang of lt. The great failures usuaily come with 
the small tasks. Only when you are handed a totally 
mtndless. simple job does your legal career suddenly seem 
to veer off and slnk through a large hole In the floor. All a t 
once. you find yourseU asking. "Why am I dolng this? I 
reaily enjoyed worklng at Taco Bell.· 
As my summer wore on and my confidence grew. I was 
given a simple assignment. That day. my workload was 
llght and I was slttlng around trying to look busy by 
shuffilng through the papers on my desk. Suddenly, one 
of the Partners looked ln. 
"You busy?" he asked. "I have an Important but 
mlndless assignment that needs to be done right away.· 
My pulse began to race. "No, sir." I stuttered. ·rm not 
busy. A mtndless assignment? I'm your man ... Er ... 
I mean ... • 
"All you have to do Is take these documents. remove all 
the staples and paper clips and make me two photocop-
Ies.· 
"Aye. sir .. . I mean, yes , slr!" 
I eagerly took the two Inch stack of papers and he left. 
This assignment was a piece of ~ake. I have been photo· 
copylng slnce I was a baby. While most babies get their 
shoes bronzed, I had mine photocopied. [Editor's Note: It 
is here lhat Mr. Jones made his flTst mistake. Extreme 
ooerconfld.ence mixed with a muddled mind and offrce 
equipment is a dangerous comb!Jlation.] 
After removlng the staples and paper clips. I headed 
for the main office photocopier, a large Kodak that occu-
pied half of the supply room. Called "The Beast" by most 
of the office staff, itlooked lnnocentand efficient. Little did 
I know I was falllng under its nefarious spell. [Editor's 
Note: Second mistake. Know.. your o.ffice equipment] 
I took a thlrd of the stack and confidently placed it lnto 
the autofeeder. Checking all the controls, I hit the start 
Law in the Raw 
Gentle Readers: Would you like to joln the world 
of the potentlaily rich and undeniably famous? Law in 
the Raw ts looking for a few good men (oops. we meant 
persons) to cany on the tradition of making people 
laugh well into the 21st Century. If you've got the itch 
to wrlte something other than closed briefs or cover 
letters, drop a note ln the pendaflex of Colin Zlck (3L). 
(Please limit notes to 4000 words or less.) 
If You Think That's Funny, Walt Until You Get 
My Bill 
Recently, the Washlngton bar got together to hold 
the "Funniest Lawyer ln Washlngton Contest". While 
that migh t seem akin to findlng the "Most lnterestlng 
Law Review Footnote", they did come up with a wlnner. 
Six men and one woman joked and sang their way 
lnto the finals. Here's a sample of their best: 
Contestant# 1, Marcy Wilder: On the hazards en-
countered by an eager law school graduate who ls 
lntervie~g at a large law finn: 
Interviewee: What lnterests me In your law firm Is 
your unique approach to toxic-tort defense. 
Interviewer. Oh. you're interested ln toxic-tort de-
fense, why is that? 
Interviewee: Well, uh, personally and politically 
I've always been opposed to the environment. 
Contestant #2, David Lee Werner: Comedy Is a way 
to transcend social barriers. Everyone enjoys a good 
joke. but only a lawyer can appreciate a well-drafted 
debenture briefing. 
My solo practice seems to have peaks or valleys. 
button. With a whir, the machine was oiJ. spitting out 
copies into the bin on my rlght. My face was flush with 
satlsfactlon. the music swelled - another job well done by 
Robert L. Jones, Superclerk! 
The machine lurched to a hall My heart stopped. My 
face fell. A piece of paper stuck halfway out of the 
autofeeder. A little light blinked mockingly: "Clear Paper 
Path". My l_lead swam with disbelief. The unthinkable had 
happened · I had missed a staple. 
Cursing both my luck and ability,! removed the stuck 
sheets and restarted the copier. Keep a clear head, I told 
myseU. A few more sheets were spit out and once again 
there was a sickening lurch. Aaaaaaaargh! Another 
staple. 
At this point. things tock a bad tum. Somehow. I lost 
track of which of the rapidly muJUplylng stacks went 
As the machine once agaln went on its way. the 
Partner who had requested the job Jrlted his head into the 
room. 
"How's It coming?" he asked Innocen tly. 
"Uh ... fi ne. slr. I mean. er. no problems here ... It's 
not like I missed some staples or anything .. . " 
"Good .. . • he said with a nervous smile. "Did I 
mention I need this today?" He left. 
As U on cue. there was a grind of metal. the sound of 
paper ripping and the copier s topped. Moments later a 
copy slid out of the slot. It was a picture of the copy 
machine wlth a big grln palnted on its front. I fainted. 
Comlng to. I noticed the secretary sorting out the 
remains of at least seventeen piles of papers. They were 
evetyWhere around the room. Neither of us knew what 
See Copier, Page Nine 
where. I also realized that I --------------------------e 
had set the machine for only 
one copy lnstead of two. 
The job would take twice as 
long. An Image of the un-
employment line s tretched 
before me. beckoning. I 
shook my head and tried to 
clear my muddled brain. 
Fortunately. one of the 
many fine secretaries of our 
firm came in and I begged 
for her help. After I stopped 
sobblng and after a quick 
exchange of currency, she 
began to sort out the mess 
I had created as well as 
begin the more important 
job ofblarnlng the machlne. 
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"Stupid machine,· she 
said. "It always does this.· 
I began to feel better. L Michigan Union 662-1222 _jL--~-----
Either I'm working around the clock or I have time to catch 
up on "Gilligan's Island" reruns. I was watching the other 
night. Maybe you've seen the episode. Let me describe 1t 
to you: the castaways almost made thelr way off the 
lsland. but then Gilligan screwed up. 
Contestant #3, Edward Stutman: During the black· 
out after the storm. my 10 year-old suffered Nlntendo 
withdrawal. He's in a treatment center now where they're 
trying to wan him offNtntendo and onto drugs. He'll return 
soon, but will be on a joystick maintenance program for 
twoyea.rs. 
Before we make Jove. my psychotherapist wife wants 
to share honest feellngs. I tell her I'm a lawyer. I don't have 
any honest feellngs. She says I have performance anxiety. 
But she's just complaining because after we make love, I 
send her lnterrogatories. 
Washington Legal Times. July 17. 1989 
Invasion of the Body Switchers 
Pennsylvania Common Pleas Court Judge John Lav· 
elle recently ordered a 311 -pound man to lose 50 pounds. 
or go to jaiL The reason? The man was unable to work or 
make his child support payments because he was too fat. 
Said Judge Lavelle. "I call It may 'Oprah Winfrey' sen-
tence." 
Rumor has It that the man protested the sentence, 
saying that there was no way he was golng to be able to look 
like Ann-Margaret. Maybe the people in the art depart-
ment at 1V Guide can help him out. 
ABA JournaL September 1989 
By Colin Zick 
Cover 'em wit h Gold PaJnt ud Find Them 
Gllty 
CalUomla Supreme Court Justice Stanley Mosk 
was honored recently for his twenty-fNe years on the 
bench. Unable to Mosk their excitement. his staff 
prepared a unique menu for a celebratory meal. The 
appetizers Included pate larceny, fondue influence. 
caviar emptor. The next course was soups, lncludlng 
split fee. claim chowder, assumption of blsque. Sea-
food followed: squid pro quo. porpoise delicti. shysters 
Rockerfeller. Next, forcible entrees: legacy of lamb. 
amicus curry. chattelbrland. brief Burgundy. In true 
European style. salad was next. eminen t romaine. And 
for dessert. statutory grapes and rapes Suzette. 
San Francisco Chronicle. September 20 . 1989 
That 's No Juror, That's My Wife 
When Wayne County Circuit Judge Charles 
Kaufman asked the prospective juror if she was related 
to anyone in the courtroom. the juror gave him a qu lck 
answer. "Yes, I'm your wife." Yes. Mary Kathleen 
Kaufman was part of the venlre that passed through 
Judge Kaufman's courtroom that week. 
Incred~ly (or maybe not so Incredibly if you want 
to stay on the good side of the judge). neither. attorney 
challenged Mrs. Kaufman. and she was seated on the 
jury of a medical malpracllce case. 
Judge Kaufman was confident of his wife's abili-
ties. "[S]he'll be wonderful. She's very fair." 
I'll bet this is going to be one jury tha t won't be 
sequestered, but that's just a hunch. 
Detroit Free Press. September 8. 1989 
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